Introduction
Ultrafast optical science is a rapidly evolving multidisciplinary field: the ability to excite matter with femtosecond light pulses and probe its subsequent evolution on ultrashort time scales opens up completely new fields of research in physics, chemistry, and biology. [1] Furthermore, the high intensities that can be generated using femtosecond light pulses allow us to explore new regimes of light-matter interaction. [2] The implementation of more sophisticated spectroscopic techniques has been accompanied by improvements in laser sources. Considerable effort has been dedicated to the achievement of shorter light pulses, [3] [4] [5] to improve temporal resolution; other efforts have worked to expand the frequency tunability of the pulses, since this would make it possible to excite in resonance different materials, and to probe optical transitions occurring at different frequencies. Early sources of femtosecond optical pulses were based on dye laser technology; in that case, some frequency tunability could be achieved by simply changing the laser dye. [6] This flexibility, however, came at the expense of a complicated and time consuming reoptimization. In recent years, femtosecond laser systems have become readily available. Rapid developments of widely tunable femtosecond laser radiation has also become power tools in the field of ultrafast spectroscopy, especially the transient ultrafast pump-probe spectroscopy on various from small organic compounds to complex enzymes, has opened up new research interests in femto-chemistry and femto-biology in the recent years. [7] [8] [9] The combination of high-intensity, ultrashort pulses from amplified solid-state lasers, for example, the regeneratively amplified Ti: sapphire laser systems running at 800-nm, with nonlinear optical techniques, such as optical parametric generator /amplifier (OPG/OPA), has made widely tunable femtosecond laser pulses routinely available in many research laboratories. Generally, the OPG process transfers energy from a high-power, fixed frequency pump beam to a low-power, variable frequency signal beam, thereby generating also a third idler beam. To be efficient, this process requires very high intensities of the order of tens of GW/cm 2 ; it is therefore eminently suited to femtosecond laser systems, which can easily achieve such intensities even with modest energies, of the order of a few microjoules. They have proved versatile as widely tunable coherent sources, especially for short pulses since they can offer both high gain and high-gain bandwidth. Gain bandwidths of several thousand wave numbers are possible, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] corresponding to transform-limited pulse durations down to a few femtoseconds, and amplification of such short pulses has www.intechopen.com
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been demonstrated. [16, 17] In addition, high powers have been generated over a wide range of wavelengths. [18] [19] [20] The techniques are capable of generating widely tunable femtosecond light pulses from the near UV/VIS through the near-IR. Among those reports, the seeded non-collinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA) of whit-light super-continuum is commonly used for generating femtosecond widely tunable radiation. [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] The use of a seeder significantly reduces the pumping threshold required spontaneous parametric fluorescence and increases the output energy of OPA, and improves its pulse-to-pulse stability and spatial quality. [42] The use of NOPA has some unique advantages, it allows reduction of group velocity mismatch (GVM), increasing the interaction length between the pump pulse and the seeder and thus increasing the gain factor. However due to the limitation of phase-matching condition, the tuning range of a 400-nm pumped type-I β-BaB 2 O 4 (BBO) NOPA covers only from 460nm to 720nm in the signal branch and from 900nm to 2.4μm in the idler branch. This is unfortunate since tunable femtosecond pulses in the blue-to-near UV region (<460nm) are most useful in many applications ranging from investigation of wide bandgap materials to probing biomolecules. In order to extend the tuning range, various nonlinear optical processes, such as sum frequency generation (SFG) and second harmonic generation (SHG), can be used to convert the output of NOPA to the desired shortwavelength radiation. Petrov et al. reported wavelength extension through cascaded 2 ndorder nonlinear frequency-conversion process. [24] However, it requires an additional SHG or SFG device for the wavelength conversion. This complicates the entire tunable femtosecond laser system. Furthermore, conversion efficiency of SHG or SFG for NOPA is often limited. Recently, several groups had demonstrated that femtosecond pulses near 400nm can be generated with a 267-nm-pumped NOPA. [49] [50] [51] [52] Using a pump of 258nm from a frequency tripled femtosecond Ti:Sapphire laser system, Tzankvo's group had reported wavelength tunning from 346nm to 453nm. [53] These approaches to generating femtosecond deep UV pulses are typically inefficient and require special and limits conversion efficiency. We recently reported an alternative method of generating tunable femtosecond pulses from 380nm to 465nm near the degenerate point of a 405-nm pumped type-I BBO noncollinearly phase-matched optical parametric amplifier (NOPA). [54, 55] This was tentatively attributed to cascading sum frequency generation (SFG) of the generated OPA pulses and the residual fundamental laser pulse at 810nm in the same crystal for NOPA. The tunable SFG output is readily available from the OPA stage without any additional frequency conversion device. In Section 2, we present a theoretically analysis of this much simpler scheme to generate femtosecond tunable radiation. In Section 3, we describe and experimentally demonstrate the arrangement and performance of this approach. Tuning range for various seeding angles, conversion efficiency and pulse profile are characterized in detail. With a pumping energy of 75 μJ at 405 nm, the optical conversion efficiency from the pump to the tunable SFG is more than 5%.
Theoretical treatment
Optical parametric amplification belongs to the three-wave frequency mixing processes. In order to achieve efficient frequency conversion, the conservation law of photon energies and momentums must be satisfied in this process [56] : 
where ω l and k l denote the frequency and wave vector of the pump (l=p), signal (l=s) and idler (l=i) beam, respectively. Fig. 1 illustrates the phase matching scheme of the NOPA and cascading SFG to be employed in our setup. The signal beam of NOPA is injected into an appropriate nonlinear optical crystal with an angle α relative to the propagation direction of the pump beam. Here, the sign of α is defined to be positive when the direction of seeding signal beam is rotated counterclockwise from the pump beam. The idler beam is generated at an angle δ with respect to the signal beam. The cascading sum-frequency generation satisfies the following conservation law of energies and momentums:
where ω 810 , k 810, ω SFG and k SFG denote the frequency and wave vector of the residual 810-nm pump beam and SFG, respectively. The resulting SFG is an e-ray for a type I BBO-NOPA and propagates with an angle δ' relative to the idler beam direction:
where θ s , θ i are the angle of signal and idler with respect to the optic axis, respectively. The angle θ between the SFG beam and optic axis can be calculated from
The index of refraction experienced by the SFG shall be 
To properly depict the phase mismatching of the three-wave mixing processes in the NOPA and SFG, we express the summation of the wave vectors of optical pulses as:
Upon the equations presented above, we can calculate the central wavelength and the tuning range of cascading SFG at various seeding angles by taking into account the phasematching condition for both NOPA and SFG and the group velocity mismatch (GVM) among the optical pulses involved. Fig. 2 presents the tuning range of cascading SFG at various seeding angles α. When the seeding angle ranges from -3 o to -18 o , the phasematching angle of the NOPA was found to overlap with that for SFG in a ~400nm-pumped type-I BBO-NOPA near its degenerate point of θ~29 o . The result reveals that the central wavelength of the cascading SFG is adjustable from 410nm to 440nm by decreasing the seeding angle (see the filled squares for Δk=0). The tuning of the DFG can be achieved in two ways: one is to change the seeding angle between the white light supercontinuum (WLS) and the pump, the other is to scan the orientation of the crystal. As can be seen in Fig. 2 that at larger seeding angles, such as -15 o , where the central wavelength with Δk=0 is near 410nm, small GVM and therefore large pulse interactive length are yielded for wavelength from 380nm to ~460nm. At seeding angle around -8 o , the tuning range slightly increases and covers from ~390nm to ~500nm. At an even small angle such as -2 o →-6 o , the tuning range breaks into two separated regimes. But at such a small seeding angle, the GVM is large and the pulse interaction length becomes shorter. We need to apply higher pumping intensity in order to generate stable SFG. In addition to the drawback, the GVM from dispersion of WLS is also difficult to be compensated with the noncollinear phase matching scheme. At a given seeding angle, the SFG wavelength can also be tuned by changing the orientation of the NOPA crystal and thus continuous wavelength scan can be done.
Experimental setup
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3 . An amplified femtosecond Ti: sapphire laser provides pulse energy of 1mJ at 810nm with pulse duration of ~90 fs and 1-kHz pulse repetition frequency. The output of the laser is split into two parts: 90% of the energy is frequency-doubled to 405nm with a 0.30-mm-thick BBO for pumping NOPA. The frequency-doubling pulse energy is adjustable from 50 to 120 μJ. The rest 10% of the Ti:sapphire laser beam is used to generate WLS with a 2-mm-thick CaF 2 plate. CaF 2 plate is employed to reduce the chirping in WLS and increase the seeding intensity so that the generated OPA pulses could be stronger and more stable. The generated WLS is collimated and then temporally and spatially overlaps with the SH beam in a 2-mm-long type-I BBO cut at 29 o . The beam crossing angle between the seeding and the pump pulses is adjustable from -2 o to -18 o .
Around the degenerate point of the NOPA, a bright beam with wavelength tunable from near UV to the blue can readily be observed. The inset of Fig. 3 was taken with the output of the NOPA being projected onto a while paper. The ring is the parametric superfluorescence and the black spot at the center of the ring indicates the position of the residual pump beam at 405nm. We punched a hole on the screen to let the residual pump beam pass through the hole to avoid saturation of CCD camera by the scattered residual pump beam. The red spot on the right-hand side of the pump and near the superfluorescence ring is the output of OPA. On the left-hand side of the pump, the spot outside of the ring is originated from the tunable SHG of the OPA component and the bright spot inside of the ring is widely tunable from 380 nm to 460 nm. 
Results and discussions
We found experimentally that the bright and widely tunable spot at UV/blue can be attributed to the sum-frequency-generation (SFG) from the NOPA and the residual pump beam at 810 nm used in WLS generation. At seeding angle of -14 o , the SFG was observable even below the pumping threshold of parametric superfluorescence. However when the seeding angle is decreased to -6 o →-8 o , we have to pump the NOPA crystal to a level at which a bright and stable parametric super fluorescence is obtained. To further reduce the seeding angle, the SFG becomes difficult to be generated. Based on the calculation of the GVM among SFG, OPA and 810-nm pulses, we found that seeding angle between -8.4 o and -14 o is most appropriate for the cascading SFG. At a small seeding angle of ~-1.5 o , the large GVM leads to a short interactive length in the crystal and it weakens the cascading SFG. Note that at the small seeding angle we can still observe several blue spots, which could be attributed to the SHG of the OPA and cascading SFG. As shown in Fig. 4 , at a small seeding angle of ~-2 o , the phase matching curve of the cascading SFG crosses with that of the SHG of the idler with a wavelength near 800 nm. Therefore, it is possible to simultaneously observe the SHG of the NOPA idler wave and cascading SFG at small seeding angle. Although the SHG of NOPA allows extending the wavelength to 380-nm or lower, its output energy is significantly lower than the cascading SFG at large seeding angle. 
Tuning range of cascaded SFG and SHG
We can adjust the central wavelength of the cascading SFG by varying the orientation of the NOPA crystal with a given seeding angle. Fig. 5 shows the spectra of the cascading SFG with a seeding angle of -8.4 o and -14 o , respectively. As shown in Fig. 5(a) with a seeding angle of -8.4 o , the tuning range covers from 395nm to 465nm and similarly with seeding angle of -14 o the tuning range can extend from 380nm to 432nm. Figure 6 shows the tuning characteristics of the generated SFG and SHG, respectively, at a seeding angle of 8-degree. The SFG is tuned by rotating the BBO crystal. A tuning range from 389 nm to 425-nm had been observed as shown in the top figure. The maximum output of SFG is at 400-nm. With the same seeding angle of 8 degree, the tuning range of the cascaded SHG of OPA covers a very broad spectral range from 410-nm to 660-nm. The maximum output occurs at 439-nm. The bottom figure shows the spectra of the tunable SHG at various angles of the BBO. Figure 6 shows the tuning characteristics of the generated SFG and SHG, respectively, at a seeding angle of 8-degree. The SFG is tuned by rotating the BBO crystal. A tuning range from 389 nm to 425-nm had been observed as shown in the top figure. The maximum output of SFG is at 400-nm. With the same seeding angle of 8 degree, the tuning range of the cascaded SHG of OPA covers a very broad spectral range from 410-nm to 660-nm. The maximum output occurs at 439-nm. The bottom figure shows the spectra of the tunable SHG at various angles of the BBO. It is seen from Fig. 2 that the tuning range of the cascaded SFG/SHG fills the gap of the tuning range of a 400-nm pumped OPA in the wavelength range shorter than 460-nm. Experimentally, it is observed that the SFG and SHG can be generated simultaneously over a broad tuning range of the OPA. figure) and SHG (bottom-figure) of NOPA at various BBO orientations. The spectra were taken at a seeding angle of 8 degree.
In order to understand such a phenomenon, a theoretical calculation was done to find the phase-matching conditions for the OPA, the cascaded SFG and SHG. It can be shown that when the seeding angle lies between 3 to 18 degrees, the phase-matching angle of the cascaded SFG and SHG of OPA is coincidently overlapped with that of a 400-nm pumped type-I BBO NOPA at its degenerate point. Fig. 7 shows the theoretical tuning range and the SFG wavelength with Δk=0 for a variety of seeding angle α. The measured wavelengths with α= -8.4 o and -14 o are also included for comparison. It was found that the experimental results (open symbols) agree well with the theoretical calculation (solid lines). The measured SFG wavelength with maximum-gain (the star symbols) also coincides well with the calculated phase-matched SFG wavelength with Δk=0 (the filled squares). This firmly supports our concept about the origin of the generated tunable UV/blue radiation from NOPA. 
Conversion Efficiency of Cascaded SFG-OPA
The cascading SFG yields fairly high optical conversion efficiency. With a pumping energy of 75 μJ per pulse, the output of the SFG was measured to be about 4μJ, which corresponds to an optical conversion efficiency of more than 5% from the pump to the SFG. The output of DFG can be increased by increasing the total energy used for WSL generation and thus the residual radiation at 810-nm is higher. Fig. 8 presents a plot of the SFG output power at a variety of residual pulse energy at 810nm along the WLS seeding beam. The observed linear dependence of SFG output power on residual 810nm beam provides extra supporting data for our notion of the generation mechanism of the cascading SFG. As noted above, we can also produce tunable near UV-VIS femtosecond pulses by frequency-doubling the output of the OPA or use SFG to combine the output of OPA with the fundamental laser at ~810nm. However, these schemes need extra NLO crystal and require synchronous tuning of at least two crystals. This makes the operation of these devices complicated. 
Pulse shape of SFG
By using a newly developed OPA-based frequency-resolved optical gating (OPA-FROG) [57] , the output of the NOPA can be fully characterized. Fig. 9 shows the measured OPA-FROG trace and its retrieved amplitude and phase of the NOPA component at 571nm. The retrieved OPA-FROG trace shows that no significant chirping in the NOPA output pulse. The pulse duration of the NOPA is about 75-fs. We also employ a single-shot XFROG [58] to deduce the pulse profile of the cascading SFG and found the FWHM duration is about 100-fs. The value is longer than that of the corresponding NOPA but shorter than that of the residual 810-nm pulse. This result also agrees with the notion that the SFG component is a temporal convolution of the NOPA component and the residual fundamental beam. The OPA component is generally shorter than that of its pump at 405-nm, which is shorter than its fundamental pulse at 810 nm.
Summary
In conclusion, we have successfully demonstrated the generation of femtosecond laser pulses tunable from 380nm to 460nm via cascading SFG in a 405nm pumped type-I noncollinearly phase-matched OPA. Furthermore, we theoretically analyzed this much simpler scheme to generate femtosecond tunable radiation. Tuning range at various seeding angles, conversion efficiency and pulse profile are characterized in detail. The energy conversion efficiency of the SFG is more than 5%. The reported scheme provides a simple while effective way to extend the tuning range of a 405nm pumped type-I BBO-OPA from 460nm down to 380nm without any additional frequency up-conversion stage. It is also found that the beam quality and pulse shape of the SFG component is about the same as that of OPA.
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